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**aims**

- cultural integration and settlement
- multicultural teamworking
- financial support

**objectives**

- design an activity meeting needs and expectations of the students
- exploration of surroundings
- awareness of cultural differences and common points
- enable students to participate to promote cultural and team integration
- exploration of effective multicultural methods of interaction
- provide financial support by means of coupons and discount codes
- promotion of multicultural teamwork
- exploration of Dutch culture for ease of settlement
- ensure Master programme is related to the local environment and its needs
number of students
200 Msc international students

subject of study
environmental sciences and natural preservation

nationalities
Indian, Croatian, Greek, Bulgarian, Italian, Chilean, Chinese, Dutch

needs
_to get accustomed to multicultural environment
_to work out the basics of getting by in the city
_to explore nature and local amenities
STEP 1

Go from clue to clue following the instructions on the cards.
STEP 1

Go from clue to clue following the instructions on the cards.

Clues are in native languages of your team mates. Work as a team to find your way to the last clue.
STEP 2

Along the way collect the discount coupons.

Discounts get more valuable as you move towards the last clue.
STEP 3

Enjoy the discounts in local shops and pubs with your team.
Thank you for your consideration.

THE END